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A Genocentric Approach
to Discovery of Mendelian Disorders

Adam W. Hansen,1,2 Mullai Murugan,2 He Li,2 Michael M. Khayat,1,2 Liwen Wang,2 Jill Rosenfeld,1

B. Kim Andrews,2 Shalini N. Jhangiani,2 Zeynep H. Coban Akdemir,1 Fritz J. Sedlazeck,2

Allison E. Ashley-Koch,3,4 Pengfei Liu,1 Donna M. Muzny,1,2 Task Force for Neonatal Genomics,
Erica E. Davis,5,6 Nicholas Katsanis,5,6 Aniko Sabo,1,2 Jennifer E. Posey,1 Yaping Yang,1

Michael F. Wangler,1 Christine M. Eng,1 V. Reid Sutton,1,7 James R. Lupski,1,2,7,8 Eric Boerwinkle,2,9

and Richard A. Gibbs1,2,*

The advent of inexpensive, clinical exome sequencing (ES) has led to the accumulation of genetic data from thousands of samples from

individuals affected with a wide range of diseases, but for whom the underlying genetic and molecular etiology of their clinical pheno-

type remains unknown. In many cases, detailed phenotypes are unavailable or poorly recorded and there is little family history to guide

study. To accelerate discovery, we integrated ES data from 18,696 individuals referred for suspected Mendelian disease, together with

relatives, in an Apache Hadoop data lake (Hadoop Architecture Lake of Exomes [HARLEE]) and implemented a genocentric analysis

that rapidly identified 154 genes harboring variants suspected to cause Mendelian disorders. The approach did not rely on case-specific

phenotypic classifications but was driven by optimization of gene- and variant-level filter parameters utilizing historical Mendelian dis-

ease-gene association discovery data. Variants in 19 of the 154 candidate genes were subsequently reported as causative of a Mendelian

trait and additional data support the association of all other candidate genes with disease endpoints.
Introduction

The foundation of Mendelian disease research is the obser-

vation of a direct association between variant alleles

affecting the expression of the same gene or perturbing

the biological function of its encoded protein product

and defined clinical phenotypes in a large enough sample

set to satisfy predetermined statistical thresholds.1–4 For

example, cosegregation of specific alleles at a locus with

phenotypes in multiple families, or repeated independent

occurrences of de novo heterozygous (or hemizygous) vari-

ants in the same genes, consistent with autosomal-domi-

nant (AD) and X-linked (XL) disease traits, can be the basis

of proof establishing association between a Mendelian dis-

order and a gene. Moreover, bi-allelic pathogenic variants

at a locus inherited in trans from carrier parents can sup-

port an autosomal-recessive (AR) disease trait model. In

each case allele segregation with phenotypes can be

considered alongside the biological role of the indicated

gene/protein together with any other in silico prediction

or empirical functional data. Although a precise algorithm

for ‘‘Mendelian causation’’ has proven elusive, these study

components have supported thousands of Mendelian dis-

ease-gene associations that have survived the test of time

by independent replication.5

Mendelian studies often begin with selection of pheno-

typically homogeneous sets of individuals, followed by
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systematic genotyping and analysis. This ‘‘phenocentric’’

paradigm, as exemplified by clinical phenotype data aggre-

gated inOMIM6 (seeWeb Resources), has contributedmost

of our current understanding of the genetic basis of human

disease. However, its sensitivity is limited by incomplete

penetrance, variable expressivity, pleiotropy, locus hetero-

geneity, ubiquity and non-specificity of certain phenotypic

traits, and ‘‘granularity’’ of the semantics of clinical pheno-

typic descriptions. It generally assumes that enriching a

group of individuals for phenotypic homogeneity will

also enrich for genetic homogeneity, an assumption that

is not always reflected by supporting data.4,7–10

Availability of next-generation sequencing (NGS)

methods have accelerated the accumulation of gene

sequence data from families suspected to harbor Mende-

lian conditions,1,3,5,11,12 while at the same time, there

have been few advances in high-throughput methods for

the study of variant allele function in model systems.13

Hence, there is an increased utilization of genomic DNA

sequencing (ES and whole-genome sequencing [WGS]) of

affected and healthy research human subjects and associ-

ated clinical samples as a driver for Mendelian disease dis-

covery. This DNA sequence-driven, ‘‘genocentric’’ para-

digm has been accelerated by the advent of generalizable

in silico tools and datasets, such as effective likelihood-

based statistical methods to predict potential deleterious-

ness of missense alleles to protein function14–16 and
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nonsense/frameshift alleles to mRNA stability17 and aggre-

gate databases that report the observed number and class

(i.e., missense, loss-of-function, etc.) of variant alleles in

large reference datasets (e.g., ExAC, gnomAD, CHARGE,

1000 Genomes).18–20 Scores derived to reflect the popula-

tion frequencies of the variant classes observed in such

databases have proven of great value in Mendelian disease

research, as in general, mutations in genes that exhibit less

variability in the population are more likely to result in

pathogenic effects—the basic tenet of the Clan Genomics

hypothesis21 and the rare variant family-based genomics

approach. Furthermore, recent efforts have applied deep

learning to primate-human comparative genomic data to

predict variant pathogenicity.22

To date, genocentric approaches utilizing these scores

have focused on the relatively straightforward interpreta-

tion of homozygous predicted loss-of-function (LoF) varia-

tion23 or de novo mutation.7,24 Less effort has been applied

to the more challenging exploration of missense variants.

Missense variants are challenging because of their abun-

dance, especially when there are no samples available

from related individuals to allow exploration of the fam-

ily-based genomics approach and testing of patterns of

segregation (AD, AR, XL) of disease phenotypic traits.

Accumulation of large DNA sequence datasets has been

matched by the emergence of sophisticated distributed

computing methods that offer high levels of capacity com-

bined with the ability to manipulate large, unstructured

datasets. These methods can be deployed locally, or on

the cloud, with high dexterity. Apache Hadoop is one

such tool, which is becoming increasingly popular in

NGS pipeline analysis,25–33 but has not yet been applied,

to our knowledge, to the task of discovering Mendelian

disorders and their associated genes. Together with the

large amount of sequence data from case subjects and

families with suspected Mendelian disorders, these devel-

opments provide great opportunity for discovery.

We have accumulated ES data from 18,696 individuals

from both gene discovery-focused Mendelian disease

research efforts and clinical molecular diagnostic programs

at Baylor College of Medicine (see Material and Methods),

including 14,755 probands (approximately 30% solved),

each with a suspected Mendelian condition, and 3,941

control subjects (either unaffected or part of a Wolff-Par-

kinson-White syndrome cohort) or family members

(affected status unknown). These heterogeneous pheno-

type and genomics data sample sets had varying amounts

of clinical and phenotypic annotation, different represen-

tation of information and availability of DNA samples

from relatives, and variable consent for use as research sub-

jects or as clinical case subjects where the aim for further

analysis was to improve the diagnostic yield (see Material

and Methods).2

To enable a genocentric analysis, we recorded the variant

data from these samples in a single, HIPAA-compliant,

secure Hadoop-structured environment, together with

appropriate public datasets and computational predictions
The American
of variant impact. Data access permissions were carefully

managed so as not to inappropriately reveal data from sin-

gle samples that would compromise privacy agreements.

The study revealed an efficient, genocentric pathway to

Mendelian discovery and illustrated the power of tools

such as Hadoop to enable consolidation of heteroge-

neously structured genetic data in a single, secure interrog-

atory environment. Through empirical optimization of

search parameters, we identified 154 candidate Mendelian

disease-gene associations, 19 of which were reported to

OMIM as causative in the months following our initial

analysis and discovery. The remaining 135 candidate dis-

ease-gene associations are supported by ACMG sequence

variant interpretation guidelines, including population

and computational predictive data, functional data, and

in some instances, de novo inheritance.14,34
Material and Methods

Samples
Samples were obtained through long-standing research and clin-

ical collaborations. Research samples were collected after written

informed consent in conjunction with either the Baylor Hopkins

Center for Mendelian Genomics (BHCMG) (H-29697) study with

approval by the institutional review board at Baylor College of

Medicine or the Task Force for Neonatal Genomics study with

approval by the institutional review board at Duke University.

Data were also from the Baylor College of Medicine clinical testing

laboratories, now incorporated as the Baylor Genetics Laboratories

(BG). These data were studied in aggregate for the purpose of

improving the diagnostic (protocol H-41191). All genomic studies

were performed on DNA extracted from blood or saliva samples.

PCA analysis of exome data revealed no significant difference in

distribution of ethnicities between case and control samples

(Figure S1). Self-reported ethnicity was not tracked.
DNA Sequencing
DNA capture and sequencing of exomes was carried out as previ-

ously described by Yang et al.1 at either the Baylor Genetics (BG)

laboratories or at the Baylor College of Medicine Human Genome

Sequencing Center (HGSC), through the Baylor-Hopkins Center

for Mendelian Genomics initiative. Briefly, using 500 mg of DNA,

an Illumina paired-end pre-capture library was constructed accord-

ing to the manufacturer’s protocol (Illumina Multiplexing_Sam-

plePrep_Guide_1005361_D) with modifications as described in

the BCM-HGSC Illumina Barcoded Paired-End Capture Library Prepa-

ration protocol. Pre-capture libraries were pooled into 4-plex li-

brary pools and then hybridized in solution to the HGSC-designed

Core capture reagent1 (52 Mb, NimbleGen) or 6-plex library pools

used the custom VCRome 2.1 capture reagent1 (42 Mb, Nimble-

Gen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol (NimbleGen SeqCap

EZ Exome Library SR User’s Guide) with minor revisions. The

sequencing run was performed in paired-end mode using the Illu-

mina HiSeq 2000 platform, with sequencing-by-synthesis reac-

tions extended for 101 cycles from each end and an additional 7

cycles for the index read. With a sequencing yield averaging 8.5

Gb, the sample achieved 93% of the targeted exome bases covered

to a depth of 203 or greater. Illumina sequence analysis was

performed using the HGSC Mercury analysis pipeline2,3 (see
Journal of Human Genetics 105, 974–986, November 7, 2019 975



Web Resources) which moves data through various analysis tools

from the initial sequence generation on the instrument to anno-

tated variant calls (SNPs and intra-read indels). In parallel to the

exome workflow, an Illumina Infinium Human Exome v1-2 array

was generated for a final quality assessment. This included orthog-

onal confirmation of sample identity and purity using the Error

Rate In Sequencing (ERIS) pipeline developed at the BCM-HGSC.

Using an ‘‘e-GenoTyping’’ approach, ERIS screens all sequence

reads for exact matches to probe sequences defined by the variant

and position of interest. A successfully sequenced sample must

meet quality-control metrics of ERIS SNP array concordance

(>90%) and ERIS average contamination rate (<5%).
Phenotyping
BG

Unstructured phenotypic data are available for all BG samples.

Most of these free text clinical summaries were based on clinical

notes and the test requisition, and written by clinical scientists,

fellows, and laboratory directors. Test requisitions have evolved

over time, but typically consisted of a checklist of symptoms

with the ability to write-in additional details, and may have

been filled out by MDs, genetic counselors, or nurses. Structured

phenotypic data are also available for 9,434 samples, with a

mean of 7.76 distinct phenotypic descriptors entered per sample;

these data were generated by Codified Genomics (see Web Re-

sources) or other tools, typically mapping test requisition symp-

toms directly to HPO terms, and subsequently reviewed by clinical

scientists, fellows, or laboratory directors.

BHCMG

The BHCMG has developed PhenoDB,4 a web-based portal for en-

try of phenotypic and clinical information that is freely available.

The 3K features use the preferred term from the Elements of

Morphology and are mapped to the Human Phenotype Ontology.

A submitter can enter data by family or cohort including informa-

tion such as phenotypic features, diagnosis, mode of inheritance,

clinical history, and upload previous genetic testing results. Phe-

noDB has several modules allowing for storage of data as well as

analysis and GeneMatcher, a tool used to link investigators

sharing the same gene of interest.5
Computer Infrastructure
HARLEE is a 10-node 280TB Cloudera Hadoop cluster. VCF files for

all samples were first annotated with VEP—flagging a most-impor-

tant transcript per-gene per-variant—then subsequently ingested

into HARLEE, together with annotation tables from a variety of

sources (Supplemental Material and Methods). Data access is

strictly controlled with robust encryption and authentication

layers, creating an environment ready to comply with FISMA,

HIPAA, Texas Medical Records Privacy Act, and other industry

regulations.
Genocentric Query Approach
We performed a series of Impala queries in HARLEE, where each

query results in a gene list. Scripts were written and executed

with R to handle automation of querying and subsequent statis-

tical analysis and visualization. The commonality across all

queries is a search for genes harboring ultra-rare variants—with

additional quality control filtering—across at least five case sub-

jects (n ¼ 14,755), absent from all control samples (n ¼ 3,941).

With the intent of minimizing false-positive candidate gene vol-

ume, controls were broadly defined to include parental samples
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(n ¼ 3,587) in addition to internal healthy control subjects

(n ¼ 42) and a Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome (WPW) cohort

(n ¼ 319).

Specifically, all queries shared the following filter parameters:

HARLEE internal allele frequency< 0.01; 1000 Genomes allele fre-

quency < 0.001 or is null; CHARGE consortium (large-scale adult

cardiovascular cohort sequenced internally) allele frequency %

0.0001 or is null; gnomAD allele frequency % 0.0001 or is null;

variant not cited in PubMed; variant has no dbSNP ID; chromo-

some name does not start with ‘‘GL;’’ domains field, if not empty,

does not start with ‘‘low_complexity;’’ ExAC mu_syn is not null

(ExAC did not exclude this gene for constraint score analysis);

variant read count R 4, variant allele frequency (VAF) R 0.25.

Next, we categorized queries as those looking for ‘‘loss-of-func-

tion’’ variants (VEP impact ¼ HIGH) versus those looking for

missense variants (VEP impact ¼ MODERATE). Finally, queries

were further categorized based on one additional gene-specific or

variant-specific bioinformatic score or filtering parameter: for

loss-of-function variants, ExAC pLI and loss-of-function intoler-

ance z-score; for missense variants, ExAC loss-of-function z-score

andmissense intolerance z-score, REVEL,MTR (missense tolerance

ratio—a region-specific missense tolerance score), SIFT, and Poly-

Phen. For each of these scores, we implemented a high-pass (or

low-pass, for SIFT and MTR) parameter sweep consisting of up to

1,000 queries, measuring the impact of score-based cutoff filtering

on resulting gene list size andOMIMdisease annotation over time.

For each respective parameter sweep query series, the variable

parameter was incremented or decremented by 0.01 across the

following score ranges, holding all other filtering criteria constant:

0–1 for pLI, REVEL, SIFT, and PolyPhen; 0–10 for loss-of-function

and missense intolerance z-scores; and 0–1.6 for MTR.

To enable validation of our approach and parameter optimiza-

tion, we annotated genes with OMIM Mendelian disease associa-

tion data from a freeze of the OMIM data from four different time-

stamps: early 2013, late 2014, mid 2016, and early 2018. For any

given set of genes and a fixed duration of time, we define ‘‘discov-

ery’’ as the number of genes in the set with a disease annotation

added to OMIM during the given time span.

Candidate gene listswere identifiedby selectingahard-cutoff filter

value for each respective variable annotation parameter. The cutoff

value was selected for each parameter as the value which optimized

‘‘discovery density’’—calculated as 2013–2018 discovery divided by

the number of genes without OMIM annotations in 2018—with a

required minimum output of 20 genes without OMIM annotations

in 2018. All genes resulting from a query with a cutoff value maxi-

mizing discovery density are considered candidates.
Discovery Density Simulations
To demonstrate the sensitivity of the optimum discovery density

metric to input OMIM annotation data—which changes over

time as associations between genes and Mendelian phenotypes

are published and eventually curated by OMIM—discovery den-

sity for all five possible nonoverlapping time intervals was plotted

for all queries. These data points were supplemented by a distribu-

tion of 1,000 instances of removing 20% of all disease-gene anno-

tations from OMIM 2013, calculating discovery as the number of

genes within a given query without an OMIM annotation in a

given simulation, with anOMIM annotation in the real 2013 data-

base. Discovery density for each query across this simulated inter-

val was then plotted against 2013–2018 discovery. The average dis-

covery density across all 1,000 simulations was also calculated,
ber 7, 2019



with a linear regression model fitted against average simulated

discovery density versus 2013–2018 discovery density.

Phenocentric Query Approach
We also established a methodology for rapidly conducting a large-

scale phenocentric analysis for discovery of variation in genes

associating with a specific phenotype, assuming a dominant in-

heritance model. To conduct a large-scale phenocentric analysis,

we first counted the number of distinct samples with variants—

meeting specific criteria—per gene across all Mendelian exomes

in HARLEE. Variant filtering criteria is as follows: single-nucleotide

variant; MAF < 0.0001 (gnomAD, CHARGE); MAF < 0.001 (1000

Genomes); MAF < 0.01 (HARLEE); if REVEL score is available,

REVEL score R 0.25; remove chromosome names beginning

with ‘‘GL;’’ remove variants where VEP domain annotation

begins with ‘‘Low_complexity;’’ remove genes where ExAC

does not calculate gene-level scores; VEP existing_variation anno-

tation must be empty or null; VEP impact annotation must be

‘‘MODERATE’’ (indicative of missense variation) or ‘‘HIGH’’

(frameshift, start-loss, stop-gain, stop-loss, or canonical splice

site disrupting). We then normalized the mutation rate by cohort

size, in addition to normalizing by both cohort size and gene

cDNA length.

We then replicated this analysis on a phenocentric sub-cohort

filtered out of the overall cohort, only including samples anno-

tated with at least one phenotypic termmatching a list of provided

terms. We then calculated phenotypic enrichment for each gene

by dividing the normalized mutation rates by the respective

normalized mutation rates from the overall cohort. Focusing on

hearing disorders, phenotypic search terms included ‘‘middle

ear,’’ ‘‘hearing,’’ and ‘‘deaf.’’ Fisher’s exact test was utilized to test

for significant enrichment, and p values were false discovery

rate-corrected.
Results

Computational Infrastructure

The Hadoop Architecture Lake of Exomes (HARLEE) is a

data lake created in a Hadoop environment (powered by

Cloudera) for housing and facilitating analysis of next-gen-

eration sequencing data. This resource provides a flexible

environment for simultaneously housing structured,

semi-structured, unstructured and heterogeneous data;

SQL-on-Hadoop solutions to perform high-speed simple

queries and complex comparison queries of the data; a

cost-effective solution that uses commodity hardware;

the ability to scale-as-required by adding more nodes; fault

tolerance achieved by storing the data in triplicate across

the nodes; a secure, compliant-ready environment; and

granular control of data access privilege. In the current

study, anonymized sample-level data were appropriately

protected by master-level password access in order to allow

only qualified individuals to access specific data compo-

nents. Instantiation of a more elaborate tiered access sys-

tem can easily be imposed upon the current HARLEE and

be applied to more outward-facing activities.

Benchmark and stress tests via multiple tools, including

TeraGen, TeraSort, TestDFSIO, NNBench, and MRBench

showed that the performance of the cluster during data
The American
ingestion and querying (Table S1), even with the overhead

for encryption/decryption (Table S2), far surpassed the

capability of programmatic approaches that provide the

same results by parsing and interpreting flat files. The ar-

chitecture allowed warehousing large volumes (i.e.,

30,000þ samples, 6 TB) of heterogeneous data while

providing rapid sample-level access on the order of a few

seconds.
HARLEE Facilitates Genocentric Mendelian Discovery

HARLEE was loaded with data from VCF files from ES

samples that were annotated with transcript effect infor-

mation (VEP) (Figure 1). Utilizing HARLEE, data from all

samples were further annotated with known minor allele

frequencies (ExAC, gnomAD, CHARGE, 1000 Genomes),

functional predictions from multiple bioinformatic algo-

rithms (SIFT, PolyPhen, REVEL, Missense Tolerance Ratio

[MTR]), clinical variant information (ClinVar), and other

sources.15,16,18,35

To identify annotation features that would facilitate

discovery of genes with associated Mendelian disorders, a

series of empirical tests were performed on the accrued

data, structured on genotypic parameters, without regard

for the underlying phenotypic or disease trait inheri-

tance/segregation patterns. As lists of genes associated

with known Mendelian phenotypes curated by OMIM

were available from different years (2013–2018), a compar-

ison of the yields of genes discovered at different time

points was informative. Throughout, the ratio of known

disease-associated genes/all genes that were identified by

different parameters and cutoffs were used to optimize

different parameters and to maximize the likelihood of

enrichment for genes associated with undiscovered Men-

delian disorders.

This approach distinguished groups of genes with vary-

ing levels of enrichment for knownMendelian phenotypic

associations. Figure 2 illustrates testing of a single variable,

titrating scores that predict intolerance of genes to

missense variants (ExAC’s missense intolerance z-score).

As anticipated, when the z-score increased, the total

number of genes that were identified decreased, while

the fraction that were already known to associate with

Mendelian disease in 2016 increased (Figure 2). This re-

flects a trend where LoF mutations in highly constrained

genes are more likely to be pathogenic.18 The majority of

genes with a missense intolerance z-score higher than 8

were already reported to OMIM as disease causing in

2016, with two exceptions. In bin 8-8.5, CLTC—Clathrin,

Heavy Chain (MIM: 118955)—was since reported to asso-

ciate with multiple malformation and developmental

delay (MIM: 617854).36 In bin 8.5-8, POLR2A—RNA

Polymerase II, subunit A (MIM: 180660)—was recently

reported to associate with a neurodevelopmental syn-

drome with infantile-onset hypotonia.37 Hence, this

straightforward threshold of a high-missense z-score

(>8.5) provides high enrichment for genes known to
Journal of Human Genetics 105, 974–986, November 7, 2019 977



Figure 1. HARLEE Workflow
ES VCF files are first annotated with Variant Effect Predictor (VEP), where one transcript is flagged per variant per gene. Consequence,
SIFT, PolyPhen, variant allele frequency frommultiple sources, domain information, and other annotations are additionally ascertained
by VEP. VEP output is loaded into a Hadoop architecture data lake. Finally, population-, variant- and gene-level annotations from a
variety of sources are loaded, allowing for modular, on-demand annotation. After samples and annotations are separately loaded into
HARLEE, a series of SQL-like queries generate distinct gene lists. Bioinformatic filtering parameters based on loaded annotations are
tuned to optimize discovery density, which takes into account the volume of genes reported to OMIM as disease-associated over time
normalized against the number of remaining genes without OMIM disease annotations.
associate with Mendelian disorders, but yields few

discoveries.

Interestingly, the change in proportion of genes known

to associate with Mendelian phenotypes was not smooth

toward the upper end of constraint: at a missense z-score

between 6.5 and 7, a bin with a much lower disease gene

enrichment than the surrounding bins was observed.

Owing to ongoing efforts by OMIM to curate the literature

for newly reported Mendelian disease-gene associations,

when the analysis was repeated for the list of known

Mendelian genes in 2018, 2/9 of those genes (DHX30

[MIM: 616423], SMC1A [MIM: 300040]) were revealed to

have associated Mendelian phenotypes by 2018 (MIM:

617804 and 300590, respectively).38,39 Thus, this empirical

strategy also showed that a ‘‘parameter sweep’’ could iden-

tify bins containing sets of genes that were enriched at an

intermediate level for known Mendelian phenotypes, as

well as many strong candidates for future discovery (Fig-

ures 2 and S2).

For further analyses, we defined ‘‘discovery density’’ for a

given set of genes as the change in number of genes with

associated Mendelian phenotypes in OMIM, over time,

normalized (divided) by the number of remaining genes

without reported Mendelian disease trait associations. For

example, if 10 genes out of a set of 20 had a reported dis-

ease association in 2013 and 18/20 were reported to asso-

ciate with a Mendelian trait by 2018, the discovery density

would be (18 � 10)/(20 � 18) ¼ 4.

The suitability of the use of discovery density to opti-

mize filter parameters for discovery of disease-associated

genes was separately tested to ensure that the correlations

were robust. Overall, we found that use of this measure

based upon almost any combination of available data
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from different years of OMIM was effective, provided

years with low absolute discovery rates were avoided

(Figures S4–S7).

Subsequent analyses aimed to identify sets of candidate

‘‘Mendelian disease-associated genes’’—or genes which

can be disrupted by variants pathogenic for Mendelian

phenotypes—for each annotation score by identifying

parameters that yielded the highest discovery density.

To reduce the impact of discovery density outlier values

inflated by small gene set sizes, candidate disease-associ-

ated gene sets were constrained to a minimum size of 20.

In total, eight parameter-sweep query series were per-

formed: two testing putative loss-of-function variants (via

pLI and loss-of-function [LoF] intolerance z-score) and six

testing missense variants (via LoF intolerance z-score,

missense intolerance z-score, REVEL, MTR, SIFT, and

PolyPhen2).

Apart from variant consequence and the variable param-

eters cited above, the tests to identify groups of genes

rich in undiscovered Mendelian disease-associated genes

maintained constant filter parameters across all queries.

We limited analyses to include high-quality, ultra-rare

(MAF < 1/10,000) variants. Genes were limited to those

harboring such variants across at least five different ES en-

tries in HARLEE, substantiating a minimum potential

cohort of individuals for each proposed candidate dis-

ease-associated gene. No specific filters to remove partic-

ular classes of genotype (i.e., heterozygous or homozygous)

were included; however, the stringent allele frequency

filter greatly enriches for heterozygous variants (often de

novo mutations), and thus the subset of true pathogenic

variants identified are mostly expected to be dominant-

acting alleles for an AD disease trait. Stringent allele
ber 7, 2019



Figure 2. Missense Intolerance Z-Score Pilot Query Series
Query input (missense intolerance z-score range) is plotted against
query output (number of resulting genes with and without OMIM
disease annotations in 2016). Except for the variable missense
intolerance z-score range, all queries were identical, outputting
genes within a given z-score range (bin width ¼ 0.5) where at least
five case exomes harbored high-quality ultra-rare missense vari-
ants (absent from controls). One bin with an intermediate
constraint score range (red) had a lower-than-expected proportion
of disease-associated genes; 2/9 of these genes were reported as
associating to an OMIM phenotype between 2016 and 2018.
Outlier genes with extreme constraint scores not known to asso-
ciate with Mendelian disorders in 2016 (yellow) were all recently
reported as disease associated: CLTC, POLR2A, and TRRAP.
frequency filtering appropriately provided a bias toward

specificity, rather than sensitivity, as minimizing false

positives was an important goal. All variants detected

in research samples (see Material and Methods) within

candidate disease-associated genes are publicly available

(Table S3).

Predicted Loss-of-Function Variants

HARLEE facilitated the identification of 33 candidate dis-

ease-associated genes from two distinct loss-of-function

variant annotation parameter sweep queries. First, from

the loss-of-function intolerance z-score query series, an

optimum cutoff value of 7.37 yielded a discovery density

of 0.65, while the gene set size was constrained at a mini-

mum of 20 (Table 1). Higher cutoff values could yield a

higher discovery density value, but only with a small

gene set. Second, the pLI parameter sweep query series

identified 29 candidates, including 9 with a pLI score of

>0.9999999 that almost certainly constitute Mendelian

disease-associating genes.20 The optimum cutoff value of

0.998 (calculated excluding genes where pLI ¼ 1) yielded

an optimum discovery density of 0.6.

In combination, the two methods yielded 33 candidate

disease-associated genes with 16 identified by both

(Figure 3). Among candidates from these sets, CHD3

(MIM: 602120), DOCK3 (MIM: 603123), KIAA1109 (MIM:

611565), MYO9A (MIM: 604875), and VPS13D (MIM:

608877) have since been reported to have associated

Mendelian phenotypes in OMIM (MIM: 618205, 618292,
The American
617822, 618198, and 607317, respectively), providing

evidence in support of our approach.40–45

Missense Variants

HARLEE identified 130 candidate disease-associated genes

from six distinct missense variant annotation parameter

sweeps. From themissense variant loss-of-function intoler-

ance z-score query series, a cutoff value of 9.28 yielded a

discovery density of 0.55 with 20 candidate disease-associ-

ated genes. From the missense intolerance z-score query

series, a cutoff value of 6.23 yielded a discovery density

of 0.65, again with a minimal candidate list size of 20

genes. From the MTR query series, an optimum cutoff

value of MTR less than 0.42 yielded a discovery density

of 0.372 with 43 candidate genes. From the REVEL query

series, an optimum cutoff value of REVEL greater than

0.91 yielded a discovery density of 0.2 with 60 candidate

genes.

The query series based upon PolyPhen and SIFT pro-

duced results that contrasted from the four other methods

described above. The PolyPhen query series analysis

yielded a discovery density of just 0.109, and an overly

large number of 247 candidate genes. Likewise, SIFT

analysis yielded a discovery density of 0.086, yielding an

unreasonable candidate gene set of 4,837 genes. For both

series, the maximum discovery density value occurred

when setting the cutoff value to the highest level of

constraint for the respective scores (0 for SIFT, 1 for Poly-

Phen). Because of the excessively large and intractable

gene list sets resulting from the PolyPhen and SIFT ana-

lyses, combined with their lower discovery density values

compared to the six other query series, we did not further

utilize these metrics.

The final set of 130 candidate disease-associated genes

from our missense variant query series were therefore the

union of the gene sets resulting from the loss-of-function

intolerance z-score, missense intolerance z-score, MTR,

and REVEL parameter sweeps. This included three genes

identified by both loss-of-function and missense intoler-

ance z-scores, three genes identified by both loss-of-func-

tion z-score and MTR, two genes identified by both loss-

of-function z-score and REVEL, five genes identified by

both missense intolerance z-score and MTR, and one

gene identified by both missense intolerance z-score and

REVEL (Figure 3). Of note, TRRAP (loss-of-function z-score,

missense z-score, and MTR) (MIM: 603015) and CACNA1I

(missense z-score, MTR, and REVEL) (MIM: 608230) were

each identified by three scores. Subsequently, TRRAP was

reported as a Mendelian disease-associated gene by our

collaborators at BHCMG, independent of this analysis

(MIM: 618454).46 Furthermore, CACNA1A (MIM:

601011) and CACNA1E (MIM: 601013) have both been

reported to be associated with neurodevelopmental

disorders (MIM: 617106, 108500, 141500, 183086 for

CACNA1A; MIM: 618285 for CACNA1E), establishing a

relationship between voltage-dependent calcium channel

dysfunction and neurodevelopmental disease, serving as
Journal of Human Genetics 105, 974–986, November 7, 2019 979



Table 1. Summary of Mendelian Discovery Analysis

Variant Category Parameter Name Parameter Category Optimum Value Discovery Density Gene List Size
Accepted as
Candidates

LoF pLI gene-level >0.998 0.6 29 true

LoF LoF z-score gene-level >7.37 0.65 20 true

Missense LoF z-score gene-level >9.28 0.55 20 true

Missense Mis z-score gene-level >6.23 0.65 20 true

Missense MTR variant-level <0.42 0.372 43 true

Missense PolyPhen variant-level R1 0.109 247 false

Missense REVEL variant-level >0.91 0.2 60 true

Missense SIFT variant-level %0 0.086 4,837 false

The cutoff value for each query series was selected to optimize discovery density (with a minimum constrained candidate disease-associating gene list size of 20).
Results from PolyPhen and SIFT were not considered candidate disease-associating genes as the scores saturated (a maximum level of constraint yielded a
maximum cutoff value) with a relatively large remaining gene list size. For the pLI analysis, genes with pLI ¼ 1.0 were excluded from the discovery density opti-
mization calculations, and those genes without OMIM disease annotations were automatically considered candidate disease-associated genes.
evidence in support of CACNA1I as a candidate Mendelian

disease-associated gene.47–49

Combined Set of Candidate Disease-Associating Genes

In total, we identified 154 distinct candidate disease-associ-

ated genes between the loss-of-function and missense

variant analyses. On average, these candidates (mean

length ¼ 5,147 bp; median length ¼ 3,525 bp) are longer

than the average coding gene (mean ¼ 1,649 bp; median

¼ 1,227 bp). This is a shared property of all known

Mendelian disease-associated genes and does not reflect a

systematic bias that would inherently increase false posi-

tives; the set of all coding genes with OMIM disease anno-

tations in 2018 (mean ¼ 2,213 bp; median ¼ 1,554 bp) is

also significantly longer than the set of all genes (unpaired

t test, p < 0.0001).

Multiple lines of qualitative and quantitative evidence

support the merits of HARLEE disease-gene association dis-

covery. First, comparing these genes against the current set

of OMIM annotations at the time of preparing this manu-

script (May 2019) revealed 19 candidates have since been

reported to associate with Mendelian phenotypes:

ATP1A150,51 (MIM: 182310), CACNA1E,49,52 CHD3,40

CLTC36 (MIM: 118955), DOCK3,41 FBXO1153,54 (MIM:

607871), IRF2BPL55 (MIM: 611720), KDM5B56 (MIM:

605393), KIAA1109,42 LINGO157 (MIM: 609791), MACF158

(MIM: 608271), MAST159 (MIM: 612256), MYO9A,43

PDE1C60 (MIM: 602987), SCN3A61 (MIM: 182391), SET62

(MIM: 600960), TBX263 (MIM: 600747), TCF2064 (MIM:

603107), and VPS13D.44,45 Permutation analysis sampling

154 random genes without OMIM annotations (as of

January 2018) revealed this to be a highly significant

enrichment of recently reported disease-associated genes

(expected ¼ 2.29; p < 0.00001; n ¼ 100,000 permuta-

tions). Furthermore, 9 of the 33 loss-of-function candi-

date genes intersected with the 130 missense candidates:

CHD3, CSMD3 (MIM: 608399), KIAA1109, LRP1B (MIM:

608766), MDN1 (MIM: 618200), MYCBP2 (MIM:

610392), MYO9A, RYR3 (MIM: 180903), and VPS13D.
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Notably, four of these—CHD3,40 KIAA1109,42 MYO9A,43

and VPS13D44,45—have since had associating Mendelian

phenotypes reported to OMIM (MIM: 618205, 617822,

618198, and 607317, respectively). In addition, although

not yet reported in OMIM, RYR3 was recently reported to

associate with arthrogryposis.65

Similarly, following manual curation of this gene set,

searching the OMIM website for reported phenotypic

associations, two additional genes were discovered to

have associated phenotypes reported in OMIM: CTD-

307407.11 and SMO. These genes were not initially recog-

nized by our pipeline as having Mendelian disease associa-

tions in OMIM because of a discrepancy in gene symbol.

OMIM uses the symbols BBS1 (MIM: 209901) and SMOH

(MIM: 601500), respectively, for these genes. Thus, we

report a total of 133 candidate Mendelian disease-associ-

ated genes without a Mendelian phenotype yet reported

in OMIM (Table S4).

Next, we compared these remaining candidate disease-

associating genes without OMIM annotations with an alter-

nate set of reported disease-gene associations (UniProt),66

demonstrating enrichment of UniProt disease associations

for genes in this set. Out of 20,382 genes captured in the ES

design of the de novo enrichment analysis described in this

manuscript, 16,568 genes did not have a disease association

inOMIMasofMay2019.Of these16,568genes, 240 (1.45%)

had a disease association in UniProt as of February 2019.

Including all UniProt gene symbols—standard and non-

standard—in comparison, four, or 2.96% of the 135 candi-

date disease-associated genes (pre- manual curation), were

part of this UniProt disease-associated set: CELSR1 (MIM:

604523), MEIS1 (MIM: 601739), SF1 (MIM: 601516), and

SMO. (Notably, the ‘‘SF1’’ gene in UniProt (MIM: 184757)

was different than the ‘‘SF1’’ candidate from our analysis.)

Thus, 132 candidates remain without any reported disease

association in OMIM or UniProt at the time of preparing

thismanuscript. Permutationanalysis sampling135 random

geneswithoutOMIMannotations revealedour candidate set

to be significantly enriched for genes with disease
ber 7, 2019



Figure 3. Summary of Candidate Dis-
ease-Associated Genes by Category
154 genes flagged as candidate Mendelian
disease-associated genes, grouped by
constraint-metric query series. Shown are
(A and B) variant annotation parameter
sweep candidate gene list overlaps: loss-
of-function (A) and missense (B); (C)
high-priority candidates at the intersection
of loss-of-function and missense variant
parameter sweep candidate genes.
associations in UniProt, but not in OMIM (again allowing

for matching of non-standard gene symbols) (expected ¼
1.95; p ¼ 0.04482; n ¼ 100,000 permutations).

Finally, we sought replication by intersecting the 154

candidate disease-associated genes with a set of 309 genes

harboring 344 de novomutations across a set of 242 ES trios

with a wide range of congenital anomalies.67,68 Of these

309 genes, 216 harbored de novo nonsynonymous

(missense or stopgain) variants; 78 harbored only synony-

mous de novo variants; 15 genes only carried variants in the

30 or 50 UTRs or intronic (including splice-site) variants. Six

genes overlapped between the set of 154 candidate disease-

associated genes and the 216 genes harboring de novo non-

synonymous variants: AATK (MIM: 605276), CELSR1,

IRF2BPL, MYO5C (MIM: 610022), ROCK1 (MIM: 601702),

and UBC (MIM: 191340). Permutation analysis revealed

that the set of genes harboring de novo nonsynonymous

mutations is significantly enriched for genes in our set of

154 candidate disease-associated genes (expected ¼ 1.68;

p ¼ 0.005; n ¼ 10,000 permutations). Significantly, vari-

ants in IRF2BPL were also reported to cause a Mendelian

disorder in August 2018, further validating our

approach.55 No genes overlapped between the set of 154

candidate disease-associated genes and the synonymous

or noncoding de novo variant sets, supporting the model

that de novo nonsynonymous variants are much more

likely to be pathogenic than other de novo variants.

HARLEE Facilitates Reverse Genetic Screen Prioritization

HARLEE is also a powerful tool for phenocentric ap-

proaches to Mendelian genetic discovery. To illustrate

this capability, we sought to identify genes enriched with

potentially deleterious genetic variation in individuals

with apparent auditory system dysfunction. We first

counted the number of samples with ultra-rare variants

(see Material and Methods) in each gene across all Mende-
The American Journal of Human Gene
lian samples in HARLEE, filtering out

likely benign variants with a REVEL

score less than 0.25, normalizing

variant-per-gene count by cohort

size. We then repeated this analysis

on the subset of all samples whose

phenotypic descriptions contain

auditory system-related phenotypic

keywords. For each gene harboring ul-
tra-rare variants across at least two samples in the auditory

phenotype cohort, we then measured cohort-specific

enrichment by dividing the ultra-rare variant occurrence

rate in the phenocentric cohort by the same rate across

all samples in HARLEE.

The top three enriched genes in the auditory phenotype

cohort with reported Mendelian phenotypes in OMIM are

all directly or indirectly related to hearing loss: (1) variants

in the second-most enriched gene overall—GRHL2 (MIM:

608576), harboring 233 more ultra-rare variants than the

background rate in HARLEE—are known to cause auto-

somal-dominant deafness69 (MIM: 608641); (2) deficiency

of the fifth-most enriched gene—ECHS1 (MIM: 602292)—

is reported to cause deafness in the context of mitochon-

drial encephalopathy (MIM: 616277);70 (3) mutations in

the thirteenth-most enriched gene—KDM6A (MIM:

300128)—cause Kabuki syndrome (MIM: 300867), which

leads to hearing loss in approximately 40% of case

subjects.71 These preliminary findings therefore support

this strategy of prioritization of genes with phenocentric

enrichment for potentially pathogenic variation in

HARLEE.72

Discussion

We report the application of a Hadoop data lake to

Mendelian discovery. Furthermore, we report a large-scale

aggregation of 18,696 research and clinical ES data for

subjects with suspected Mendelian disease traits. The

data were used to discover 132 candidate Mendelian dis-

ease-associating genes through an optimization-based gen-

ocentric approach. In addition, a phenocentric approach

utilized HARLEE to prioritize genes for an ongoing reverse

genetic screen for hearing-related genes. These candidates

are now available to be studied to further assert proof of

Mendelian association.
tics 105, 974–986, November 7, 2019 981



The methods for identifying the candidates are agnostic

to presumed zygosity at a locus and it is likely that the vast

majority will display a clinical phenotype with a dominant

mode of inheritance—i.e., an AD disease trait. Indeed, of

the 19 original candidates recently reported by OMIM to

associate with a Mendelian phenotype, 13 have been re-

ported to demonstrate AD inheritance (p ¼ 0.0835; bino-

mial probability), and AD inheritance for high-impact

variants cannot be ruled out for 2 additional genes

(LINGO1, MYO9A) based on reported cases in OMIM. It

also can be anticipated that a significant subset of these

genes will eventually reveal more complex architectures

such as recessive inheritance or even compound inheri-

tance of coding and non-coding common variant al-

leles.73–76 Many case subjects may require extensive follow

up, including WGS and scrutiny of databases for genome-

wide variant data.

Our approach does not intend to diagnose or solve indi-

vidual clinical or research case subjects, but rather aims to

discover candidate disease-associated genes, constituting

cohorts of individuals harboring variants that may or

may not be pathogenic in a shared gene. Each of these

candidates will ultimately be revealed to either associate

with one ormoreMendelian disorders or not. For false-pos-

itive genes, without a true disease association, none of the

individual variants detected in our analysis can be patho-

genic. For true-positive genes, only some—but not all—

variants in the gene must be pathogenic, notwithstanding

the possibility of incidental discovery of a true-positive

disease-associated gene where each of the detected variants

are actually benign. We anticipate the ratio of pathogenic

to benign variants, as well as the ratio of true-positive to

false-positive disease-gene associations, to vary across

filtering parameters. There may be a negative correlation

between maximum discovery density value for a given

parameter cutoff value and the associated false-positive

rate or benign variant rate. For instance, SIFTand PolyPhen

analyses were excluded on the basis of yielding subjec-

tively large candidate disease-associated gene set sizes.

Indeed, the discovery density values for SIFT (0.086) and

PolyPhen (0.109) are much lower than those of MTR

(0.372) or pLI (0.6). However, so long as discovery of

Mendelian disease-gene associations and pathogenic vari-

ants continues, it is impossible to define true false-positive

gene discovery or benign variant rates.

HARLEE is well suited for applications other than the

discovery of Mendelian disease-gene associations,

including the discovery of previously unrecognized patho-

genic variants within genes known to associate with Men-

delian disorders and the study of themolecular and genetic

models underlying phenotypic expansion.77,78 In one

application, HARLEE was utilized for sample re-analysis

and recruitment, identifying three additional individuals

with de novo variants inDDX3X (MIM: 300160), previously

missed by experienced geneticists searching the same

ES data for the exhaustive set of individuals indicated

for the study.79 The robust yet flexible nature of a
982 The American Journal of Human Genetics 105, 974–986, Novem
Hadoop data lake such as HARLEE is a powerful tool for

genocentric reanalysis of individuals sequenced through

clinical labs.

An important advantage of the structured HARLEE data

management system is the ability to interrogate specific

alleles—meeting any possible bioinformatic filtering

criteria—in key samples without exposure of individual

identifiers. Within the scope of this study, this is achieved

by grouping query results into higher-level categories (i.e.,

domain, gene, or pathway), reporting aggregating variant

counts across selected samples. For more outward-facing

activities, our approach can be replicated by a front-end

web application with permission to access and query full

variant-level information, enabling users without sample-

level access permission to query genes for recurrence of

variants meeting variable bioinformatic filtering criteria

in samples with filterable phenotypic descriptors. For

example, a query for recurrent loss-of-function variants

in RB1 (MIM: 614041), filtering to include only samples

with retinoblastoma, might report a count of two individ-

uals in publicly available ingested datasets. Users who wish

to pursue a detailed study involving the resulting individ-

uals could then request to access sample-level information

or to be connected with the referring physicians.80 We

anticipate that the flexibility and power allowed by such

a framework will accelerate disease-gene association

discovery.

The discovery and functional annotation of all �20–

22,000 human genes in the human genome will likely be

increasingly dependent upon genocentric analysis. Never-

theless, phenocentric analysis will continue to play an

indispensable role in Mendelian disease discovery and

clinical re-analysis of extant data. The two approaches

are complementary, in the same way that classical reverse

genetic approaches complement forward genetic ap-

proaches. Ultimately, perhaps the most effective approach

for solving the genotype-phenotype puzzle that underlies

biological discovery in human genetics and clinical geno-

mics81 will consist of iterating between genocentric and

phenocentric analyses and perspectives. In one hypothet-

ical instance, a disease-gene association may be initially

identified through a phenocentric cohort analysis, where

multiple individuals in a cohort with highly similar

phenotypes share the same type of suspect genetic lesion.

Iterating to a genocentric analysis of the candidate gene

across large cohorts, utilizing tools such as HARLEE, addi-

tional individuals may be revealed to harbor identical

genetic lesions with the same or different phenotypes.

Re-visiting the phenotypic data of these individuals may

reveal molecular explanations of pleiotropy, variable

expressivity, or incomplete penetrance75 unlikely to be as-

certained solely through phenocentric approaches.

Other large-scale genocentric projects have been

recently reported, each with a unique scope or angle.

The ongoing Deciphering Developmental Disorders

(DDD) project is an important resource investigating the

genotype-phenotype relationship in the context of de
ber 7, 2019



novo mutations in developmental disorders.7 Similarly,

the ongoing Human Knockout Project is intended to char-

acterize the extent and impact of homozygous loss-of-

function (LoF) variation in populations with elevated

rates of consanguinity, such as Pakistani and Finnish

populations.23 Our efforts have built upon this founda-

tion of large-scale genocentric analysis, expanding the

paradigm into the area of broadly defined suspected Men-

delian disease traits, introducing a high-yield methodol-

ogy initially agnostic to genotype or de novo inheritance

status, relevant to both missense and loss-of-function

variation.
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